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2018 Open Source Initiative Annual Report [2]

Welcome to the Open Source Initiative?s 2018 annual report. In this year's report you?ll learn
about the organization?s activities from the past year, which captures the hard work of
employees, contractors, volunteers, and those passionate about open source. I hope this will
give you some context on why this work happened and what makes it so important. The Open
Source Initiative was started in 1998 by a group of people interested in seeing ethics applied to
the creation and distribution of software. This approach was built on a foundation of ideals ? a
specific philosophy on the rights and responsibilities of software users and creators. More than
twenty years later, I am writing as a director of the OSI, which has grown into a robust
organization with record numbers of individual and affiliate members, a dedicated all
volunteer board, and the incredible support of volunteers and open source enthusiasts around
the world.
2018 brought amazing successes for the OSI. We celebrated our 20th anniversary, which took
us around the world where we were able to look back on thousands of victories for open
source. Every line of code or translation; every piece of documentation and version controlled
repository; every successful business, happy user, and committed contributor, continues to
shape a movement that has changed the face of technology, business, and community. It was
also a year in which Microsoft acquired GitHub, one of the largest distributors of open source
licensed code, and IBM purchased open source business giant Red Hat, showing that the
companies that built their success around proprietary software see the need for an open source
future.

OSI License Discuss and Review: Evolution and Improvement [3]

The directors of the board of the Open Source Initiative recognize the process for discussion
and review of new licenses proposed for approval by the organization can use improvement
and would benefit from evolution. In particular, it does not appear as though all points of view
on open source licensing are represented in the discussion here. To address this situation we
have created a Board Committee for license approval to evaluate responses on-list, appointed
more moderators, and will devise a new moderation strategy.
[...]
Changes to the Website
We have also made a minor change to the language describing the license review process on
https://opensource.org/approval. The page formerly said ?Approve, if (a) there is sufficient
consensus emerging from community discussion that approval is justified, and ( the OSI
determines that the license conforms to the Open Source Definition and guarantees software
freedom." The page now says ?Approve if, after taking into consideration community
discussion, the OSI determines that the license conforms to the Open Source Definition and
guarantees software freedom.?
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